Familiarity has a powerful evaluative component; what has become familiar tends to be liked and preferred while the unfamiliar is disliked, avoided, or even feared. Additionally, liking is impacted by associative learning processes where new stimuli become liked via repeated pairings with familiar, already liked stimuli. Very early experience with flavors in amniotic fluid and breast milk defines the familiar and shapes food likes and dislikes during infancy and early childhood. The first 2 years of life are characterized by relatively weak food 'neophobia', that can often be changed to acceptance with relatively limited experience [1], providing a window of opportunity for promoting acceptance of new foods. In addition to the ability to learn, infants bring genetic predispositions to the table, including an unlearned preference for sweet and salty tastes, while bitter and sour tastes are disliked and rejected [2] . When diets were more plant based, the infants' unlearned preference for sweet and salty tastes promoted intake of foods that were relatively rare in nature but were good sources of essential nutrients, but the presence of the preferred basic tastes in food no longer predicts scarce essential nutrients. Our 'obesogenic' dietary landscape is replete with sweet and salty foods that are palatable, pervasive, energy dense, inexpensive and extensively marketed and exquisitely tuned to our unlearned predispositions to like these tastes. Early familiarization, in combination with associative learning processes, can result in diets that fail to meet dietary recommendations and may promote excessive weight gain and obesity risk, but we suggest that applying what we know about how food liking is learned could promote familiarity and liking of foods that comprise healthy diets. We argue that classic and current evidence demonstrates how familiarization and associative conditioning may be used to promote the intake of initially rejected foods like vegetables within an obesogenic context (see table 1 ).
. Learning paradigms affecting children's food preferences Paradigm Definition Example of effects Familiarization Repeated presentations of an unfamiliar stimulus on its own lead to increases in familiarity and liking. When 2-year-old children were exposed to novel cheeses and fruits at different exposure frequencies, preferences increased with increased exposure frequency (Birch and Marlin, 1982) . Note: The examples provided are those in which children learn to like healthy foods. In our current environment without intervention, it is likely that children are learning to like sweet, salty, energy-dense foods through similar processes.
